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CONTROL AND SEPARATING POINTS 
OF MODULAR FUNCTIONS 
ANNA AVALLONE* — GIUSEPPINA BARBIERI** — RAFFAELLA CILIA* 
(Communicated by Anatolij Dvurecenskij ) 
ABSTRACT. Let L be a complemented or sectionally complemented lattice and 
let X be a locally convex linear space. We prove the existence of an X-valued 
control for uniformly exhaustive sequences of X -valued modular functions on L. 
Moreover, if L is cr-complete, we prove that every countable family of cr-o.c. 
nonatomic group-valued modular functions on L admits separating points. 
Introduction 
If \x is an X -valued modular function on a lattice L and U(/J>) is the weakest 
lattice uniformity on L which makes \i uniformly continuous, the control problem 
for /i is to find a real-valued modular function v such that U(fi) = U(v). A 
related question is to investigate, for a family M of X-valued modular functions, 
under which conditions there exists an X -valued modular function v on L such 
that U(v) = sup{W(lx) : \x G M) . 
In [W5], H. W e b e r studied the existence of a real-valued control, proving 
Bartle-Dunford-Schwartz and Rybakov type theorems for modular functions on 
complemented lattices, and in [F-Tl] I. F l e i s c h e r and T. T r a y n o r , cor-
recting a statement of [K2], proved the Rybakov theorem for modular functions 
on distributive lattices. 
In this paper, we study the control problem for families of modular functions 
on complemented or sectionally complemented lattices (Section 2): We prove 
that, if X is a complete HausdorfT locally convex linear space, every uniformly 
exhaustive sequence of X -valued modular functions has an X-valued control. 
This result has been proved by L. D r e w n o w s k i in [Dl] and A. B a s i l e 
in [Bl] for measures on Boolean rings. We also study some consequences of the 
Bartle-Dunford-Schwartz theorem. 
AMS Sub jec t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n (1991): Primary 28A99; Secondary 06C15, 06B30. 
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In the second part (Section 3), we study the question of when a countable 
family M of group-valued modular functions on L admits a separating point, 
i.e. a point a G L such that /x(a) ^ v(a) for any pair (ti, v) of different members 
of M. In particular, we prove that, if L is cr-complete, every countable family of 
0--O.C. nonatomic group-valued modular functions on L admits a dense G^-set 
of separating points with respect to a suitable lattice uniformity. This result has 
been proved in [B-W2] for countable families of measures on Boolean rings. 
Essential tools are the theory of lattice uniformities developed in [Wl] and, 
in Section 2, the main result of [A-W], which allows us, as in [W5], to reduce the 
search for a control for modular functions to the search for a control for suitable 
measures on Boolean algebras. 
The study of modular functions on complemented lattices includes the study 
of measures on Boolean algebras and, more generally, of additive functions (with 
respect to disjoint elements) on orthomodular lattices (see the Introduction to 
[W4]), which are connected with non-commutative measure theory. Moreover, 
linear operators on Riesz spaces and, more generally, measures on minimal clans 
(see [S] and [C]) or on A-^-semigroups (see [B-Wl]) are examples of modular 
functions on lattices. Other examples are in [Kl], [K-W], [PI] and [P2]. For an 
investigation of modular functions, we refer, for example, to [B2], [F-Tl], [F-T2], 
[T], [W2], [W3], [W4] and [W5] (see also [Al], [A2] and [A-L]). 
1. Preliminaries 
Let L be a lattice. If L has a smallest or a greatest element, we denote these 
elements, respectively, by 0 and 1. We set A = {(a, b) G L x L : a = b} . If {aQ} 
is an increasing net and a = supaa in L (respectively, if {aa} is decreasing and 
a = inf aa in L), we write aa t a (respectively, aa I a). If L has 0, a sequence 
{an} in L is called disjoint if a{ A o • = 0 for each i ^ j and strongly disjoint 
if, for every i > 2, a{ A \/ aj = 0. If a < b, we set [a,b] = {c e L : a < c<b}. 
j<i 
If N0 is a congruence relation, i.e., an equivalence relation which is closed with 
respect to finite supremum and infimum, we denote by a the equivalence class 
of an element a G L. If L has 0 and 1, the set C(L) of all complemented 
neutral elements of L is called the centre of L. By [G2; Chapter III, Section 4], 
C(L) is a Boolean algebra. If L is a complemented lattice, we denote by af a 
complement of an element a G L. We refer to [G2] or [B2] for the standard 
definitions and notions for lattices. 
A lattice uniformity U on L is a uniformity on L which makes the lattice 
operations of L uniformly continuous (for an investigation, see [Wl]). The set of 
all lattice uniformities on L is a complete lattice with the discrete uniformity as 
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greatest element and the trivial uniformity as smallest element. We set N(U) = 
C\{U • U G U} = A . N(U) is a congruence relation. U is called exhaustive if 
every monotone sequence in L is Cauchy in (L,W), a-order continuous (a-o.c.) 
if an t a or an I a imply an —r a in (L,ZY) and order continuous (o.c.) if 
the same condition holds for nets. If U is a lattice uniformity, we denote by 
CU(L,U) the lattice of all the lattice uniformities on L weaker than U. 
We shall use the following results. 
THEOREM (1.1). ([Wl; 1.2.4] and [A-W; 5.2]) Let W be a lattice uniformity, 
let L be the quotient of L with respect to N(W) and, for U G CU(L, VV), let U 
be the quotient uniformity on L generated by U. Then: 
(1) W is a Hausdorff lattice uniformity on L and U is exhaustive if and 
only if U is exhaustive. 
(2) The map U G CU(L, W) -r U G CU(L, VV) is a lattice isomorphism. 
THEOREM (1.2). ([Wl; 1.3.1, 6.3], [A-W; 5.3], [W5; 3.1.8]) Let W be a Haus-
dorff lattice uniformity and (L,VV) the uniform completion of ( L , W ) . Then: 
(1) L becomes a lattice if one extends the lattice operations from L to L by 
continuity, VV is a lattice uniformity and U G CU(L, VV) is exhaustive 
if and only if U\L is exhaustive. 
(2) The map U G CU(L, VV) -> t / | ^ G CU(L, VV) is a lattice isomorphism. 
(3) If VV is exhaustive, then VV is o.c. and (L, <) is complete. 
(4) If W is exhaustive and L is modular and complemented or sectionally 
complemented, then L is complemented and modular. 
If (G, +) is an Abelian group, a function \i: L —> G is called modular if, for 
every a,b £ L, fi(a V b) + fx(a A b) = fx(a) -f /i(b). We set 
jV(/i) = {(a, 6) G L x L : /x is constant on [a A 6, a V b]} . 
By [W4; 2.5], IV(iO 1s a congruence. 
If G is a topological group and / i : L —> G is a modular function, by [W4; 3.1], 
there exists the weakest lattice uniformity which makes /i uniformly continuous 
and a basis of U(fi) is the family consisting of the sets 
{(a, b) G L x L : /x(c) - /i(d) G TV for all c, d G [a A b, a V 6]} , 
where TV is a 0-neighbourhood in G. Moreover, if G is Hausdorff, N(U(fi)) = 
N(fi). We denote by r(/x) the topology generated by U(fi). If L is a Boolean al-
gebra and /i is a measure, then r(/i) is the Frechet-Nikodym-topology (FN-topo-
l°gy) generated by / i . A modular function /i is called, respectively, exhaustive, 
a-o.c. or o.c. if ZY(/i) is, respectively, exhaustive, cr-o.c. or o .c . By [W4; 3.5 
and 3.6], /i is exhaustive if and only if, for every monotone sequence {an} 
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in L, {/i(an)} is Cauchy in G and ji is cr-o.c (respectively, o.c) if and only 
if ii(aa) —> /i(a) for every monotone sequence (respectively, net) {aa} order-
convergent to a in L. 
THEOREM (1.3). ([W4; 3.7 and 3.8]) Let W be an exhaustive Hausdorff lattice 
uniformity on L, (L}W) the uniform completion of (L) W) and G a complete 
Hausdorff topological group. Then an arbitrary uniformly continuous modular 
function fi: (L, W) -> G extends uniquely to a uniformly continuous o.c. mod-
ular function fi: (L,W) -> G. Moreover, W(/i)|^ = U(\i) and r ( / i ) |L = T ( A 0 • 
THEOREM (1.4). Let G be a topological group and let fj,: L —> G be a modular 
function. Then: 
(1) If N C N(jji) is a congruence and L = L/N, then the function ft: L —> G 
defined by fi(a) = ji(a) for a G a G L is well defined and U(ft) is the 
quotient uniformity generated by U(\i) on L. 
(2) If N = N(/JL) , then L = L/N is modular. Moreover, if L is comple-
mented or sectionally complemented, then L is relatively complemented. 
(3) Let G be Hausdorff, W a lattice uniformity on L, L = L/N(W) and W 
the quotient uniformity generated by W on L. Then, if ji: (L) W) -> G 
is uniformly continuous, fi(a) = fi(a)for a G a G L defines a uniformly 
continuous modular function ft: (i,VV) -> G. 
P r o o f . 
(1) is trivial. 
(2) has been proved in [W4; 2.5]. 
(3) Since U(y) is the weakest lattice uniformity which makes fi uniformly 
continuous, we get U(fi) < W and therefore FV*(>V) C N(U(fj,)) = N(fi). Hence 
/} is well defined by (1). Moreover, by (1.1), U(ft) < W and therefore fi is 
uniformly continuous with respect to W. D 
COROLLARY (1.5). For each a G A, let Ga be a topological Abelian group 
and M = {fia : a G -4} a family of Ga-valued modular functions on L. Then: 
(1) The quotient V = L/ f] N(fia) is modular and the functions fia: 
aeA 
V -> Ga defined by fta(a) = /Ja(a) for a G a G L' are well defined 
modular functions. Moreover, if L is complemented or sectionally com-
plemented, V is relatively complemented. 
(2) IfU = sup{W(Lia) : aeA} and Ga are Hausdorff, then L' = L/N(U). 
P r o o f . 
(1) follows by (1.4), since, if we set A = (na)aeA >
 t h e n A : L ~* J J ^ G<* iS a 
modular function such that N(X) = f] N(fJ>a)-
aeA 
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(2) Since Ga are Hausdorff, N(U) = f]
 N(U(vJ) = C\ N(»a)- ° 
aeA aeA 
Remark (1.6). If fi: L —r G is a modular function, the function \J\ L -* G 
defined by n'(a) = fi(a) - fi(0) for a G L is a modular function with //(0) = 0 
and U(fi')=U(fi). 
We shall use the following notation. 
NOTATION (1.7). If W is a lattice uniformity on L, we set Z = L/N(W), VV 
is the quotient uniformity on Z and (Z, VV) is the completion of (Z, VV). 
If U G CU(L,W), then U is the unique element of CU(L,W) such that 
U\c. =U and U is the restriction of U to the centre C(L) of Z. 
If VV is exhaustive, G is a Hausdorff topological group and /i: (L, W) -> G is 
a uniformly continuous modular function, then ft: L —> G is the function defined 
by fi(a) = fi(a) for a G a G Z. Moreover, if G is also complete, /i: (Z, VV) —> G is 
the unique uniformly continuous o.c extension of ft to Z and /} is the restriction 
of fi to C(Z). 
THEOREM (1.8). Let X be a complete Hausdorff locally convex linear space, 
let L be complemented or sectionally complemented and let VV be an exhaustive 
lattice uniformity on L. Then: 
(1) If Myy(L) denotes the linear space of all uniformly continuous modular 
functions fi: (L, W) —• X with fi(0) = 0, and L is modular or orthomod-
ular, then the map /i G MW(L) —> p, G My^(C(L)) is a monomorphism 
and the restriction ofU(fl) to C(L) is U(p). 
(2) If X = R and W is the supremum of the lattice uniformities generated 
by all the bounded real-valued modular functions, then the map \x -> fl 
0/(1) is an isometric isomorphism. 
P r o o f . 
(2) has been proved in [W5; 3.2.3]. 
(1) is a modification of (3.2.4) of [W5]. For the proof, we first observe that, by 
(1.3) and (1.4), the map \i G MW(L) —> fi G My^(L) is an isomorphism. Then 
we can apply 4.1 of [W2] to Z, in which we replace the assumption f){N(/j,) : 
/i: L -> R o.c modular function} = A with the assumption that L is modular 
or orthomodular, and observe that, as in 3.2.4 of [W5], we can replace real-
valued modular functions by X -valued modular functions via the Hahn-Banach 
theorem. • 
By N and R we denote the sets of all integer and of all real numbers, respec-
tively. 
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2. Control of modular functions 
In this section, I is a complemented or a sectionally complemented lattice 
and X, Y are complete Hausdorff locally convex linear spaces. 
DEFINITION (2.1). Let /z: L -» X, v\ L -> F be modular functions. We say 
that /i is v-continuous (and we write fi <£ v) if U(fi) < U(v) or, equivalently, 
if /i is uniformly continuous with respect to U(v). 
DEFINITION (2.2). If U is a lattice uniformity on L, a control for U in Y is 
a F-valued modular function v such that U = U(v). 
If M is a family of K"-valued modular functions on L, a control for M in Y 
is a control for U(M) = sup{7Y(/i) : fi e M}. 
In particular, a modular function v\ L -> Y is a control for a modular 
function [i: L -+ X if and only if fi <£ v <C / i . 
PROPOSITION (2.3). Le£ /i and v be as in (2.1), with fi(0) = v(0) = 0. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) fi<^V. 
(2) fi is continuous with respect to T(V) . 
(3) For every 0-neighbourhood W in X, there exists a 0-neighbourhood W0 
in Y such that a G L and v([0,a]) C W0 imply fi(a) G W. 
Moreover, if fi is exhaustive, another equivalent condition is: 
(4) For every continuous and linear functional x' on X, I ' O ^ « I / . 
P r o o f . By [A-L; 3.3.1], fi is continuous in 0 if and only if // is uniformly 
continuous with respect to U(v). Then the equivalence of (1), (2) and (3) follows, 
since (3), by [Al; 1.5], means that /i is continuous in 0 with respect to T(V). 
(1) = » (4) is trivial. (4) => (2) follows by the fact that, by [W4; 6.3], 
T(H) = s u p j r ^ ' o fi) : x' G X') , 
where X' is the dual of X. • 
PROPOSITION (2.4). Let n, v be as in (2.1), with fi(0) = v(0) = 0. Suppose 
that one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(1) L is complete and \i, v are o.c. 
(2) L is a-complete, fi, v are a-o.c. and U(fi), U(v) have a countable 
base. 
Then fi < v if and only if, for every ae L, v(b) = 0 for every b < a implies 
fi(b) = 0 for every b < a. 
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P r o o f . 
(1) => is trivial. 
<= Denote by W the supremum of all o.c lattice uniformities on L. 
By [Wl; 6.3], (L,W) is exhaustive and complete. By assumption, {0} D 
{0} , since, for an X -valued modular function / i , with /i(0) = 0, {0} = 
{a G L : fi([0,a]) = {0}}. Since {0} and {0} are the kernel ideals, 
respectively, of N(U(/JL)) and N(U(v)), by [G2; Theorem IIL3.10] we obtain 
N(U(n)) D N(U(v)). Since U(fi),U(v) < W, by [Wl; 6.7] we get T(fi) < T(V), 
from which, by (2.3), /x <̂C v. 
(2) Set U = U(fi)VU(v) and L = L/N(U). By [Wl; 7.1.9], L is a-complete 
and U is cr-o.c Moreover U is metrizable and, by [Wl; 8.1.2], is exhaustive. 
Then, by [Wl; 8.1.4], L is complete and U is o.c Therefore ft and v are o.c, 
too. Since L can be replaced by L and /z, v by /} , z>, we may suppose L 
complete and //, v o.c Then (2) follows by (1). • 
DEFINITION (2.5). Let M be a family of X-valued modular functions on L. 
We say that M is uniformly exhaustive if, for every monotone sequence {an} 
in L, {^(an)} is Cauchy in X uniformly for fi e M. 
\iU is a lattice uniformity on L, we say that M is U -equicontinuous if M 
is uniformly equicontinuous with respect to U. 
R e m a r k (2.6). Let M be as in (2.5). Set A = (/^)M e M , and denote by U^ the 
uniformity of the uniform convergence in XM. Then, by (2.5), we get: 
M is uniformly exhaustive if and only if A: L -» (XMM^) is exhaustive; 
If U is a lattice uniformity on L, then M is U -equicontinuous if and only if 
A: (L,U) -» (XM,ZYoc) is uniformly continuous. 
By (2.3), (2.6) and by [A-L; 3.2.2], we obtain the following result. 
PROPOSITION (2.7). Let M be a family of X-valued modular functions on 
L such that /i(0) = 0 for each fi € M. Then: 
(1) M is uniformly exhaustive if and only if, for every strongly disjoint se-
quence {an} in L, {/x(an)} converges to 0 in X uniformly with respect 
to \i e M. 
(2) If U is a lattice uniformity on L, then M is U -equicontinuous if and 
only if, for every 0 -neighbourhood W in X, there exists U G U such 
that a G L and (a, 0) G U imply fi(a) G W for every /i G M . 
An essential tool for the proof of the main result is the following. 
THEOREM (2.8). ([A-W; 2.1, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.10], [W5; 3.2.1]) Let L be a mod-
ular or orthomodular lattice and W an exhaustive lattice uniformity on L. 
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With the notation (1.7), the map (j>: U G CU(L,W) -> U G £U(C(L),\V) -> 
fsup{0} J € C(L) is a lattice isomorphism. 
As noted in Section 1 (1.8), in [W5; 3.2.3 and 3.2.4], H. W e b e r proved 
that the map /i -> ft defines a monomorphism from the linear space of all 
exhaustive X -valued modular functions on L with /i(0) = 0 into the linear 
space of all order-continuous X-valued measures on C(L). Moreover, if X = R 
and W is the supremum of the lattice uniformities generated by all the bounded 
real-valued modular functions, the map /i -> ft is an isometric isomorphism. 
A consequence of this result and of (2.8) is that an exhaustive X -valued 
modular function [i has a real-valued control if and only if /Z has a real-valued 
control. Instead, if M is a family of X-valued modular functions, the existence 
of an X-valued control for {\x : fi G M} is not sufficient, since, in the locally 
convex case, it is not known if the map \i -> ft is surjective. To be precise, the 
following result holds. 
LEMMA (2.9). Let W be an exhaustive lattice uniformity on L and M a 
family of exhaustive X -valued modular functions on L. With the notation (1.7), 
we have: 
(1) Suppose L is modular or orthomodular and that every element of M is 
uniformly continuous with respect to W . Then, if v: (L, W) -> Y is a 
uniformly continuous modular function, v is a control for M if and only 
if v is a control for the family M = {ft: \i G M} . 
(2) If W is the supremum of the lattice uniformity generated by all the 
bounded real-valued modular functions, M has an exhaustive real-valued 
control if and only if M has an exhaustive real-valued control. 
P r o o f . 
(1) Set U = sup{W(/i) : /i G M} and V = sup{U(fl) : /z G M } . By (2.8), 
the map <f>: U G £U(L, W) ->U G CU(C(L), W) is a lattice isomorphism. Then 
U(v) = U if and only if u^)\C(l\
 = ^\c(L) a n d ' b y ^ * 8 ^ W e g e t 
t*\c(L) = sMuW\c(L): veM) = S U P{^(AO : veM} = v 
and 
U(v)\c{l)=U(v). 
Therefore U(v) =U if and only if U(v) = V . 
(2) By (1.5), we may suppose L modular. By [W4; 6.3], for each JJL G M , 
r(fi) = sup{r(x /o/x) : x' G X'}, where X' is the dual of X. By [A-W; 2.1], we 
get U(n) = sup{ZV(x' o /i) : x' G X'}. By (2.7), every x' o /i is exhaustive and 
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therefore bounded. Hence every /i G M is uniformly continuous with respect 
to W. Then (2) follows by (1) and by the fact that, by (2,8), v -> v is an 
isomorphism. • 
For the proof of the control theorem, we use the following result of [Bl] (see 
proof of Lemma 1 of [Bl]). 
LEMMA (2.10). Let A be a complete Boolean algebra, T0 an o.c. Hausdorff 
FN-topology on A and M a family of T0-continuous X-valued measures on A. 
Set T = sup{T(/i) : fi G M} (where T(H) is the FN-topology generated by fi), 
aM = (sup{0} ) ' and a^ = (sup{0} ) for fi € M. Suppose that, for each 
n G N, there exist an G A, fin G M and a T0 -continuous measure vn on A 
such that the following conditions hold: 
(1) {an} is disjoint. 
(2) an < a>un f
or each n ^ N-
(3) aM = sup an . 
n 
(4) T{v*n) = T{vn), where vn{a) = fin{a A an) for a 6 A. 
OO 
(5) The series ^ v*n ^
s uniformly convergent on A. 
n=\ 
OO 
Then the measure 7 = ^ vn is a control for M. 
n=l 
Now we can prove the main result of this section, which has been proved in 
[Bl; Theorem 2] for measures on Boolean rings. 
THEOREM (2.11). Every uniformly exhaustive sequence {l/n : n G N} of 
X -valued modular functions on L has a control in X. 
P r o o f . By (1.6), we can suppose Hn(0) = 0 for each n G N. We use the 
notation (1.7) with W = s\ip{U(/j,n) : n G N}. By (1.5), L is sectionally 
complemented and modular and, by (1.1), VV is exhaustive and £U(L,yV), 
CU(L,W) are isomorphic. Then, by (2.8), the map 
(f>:U eCU(L,W)->U eCU(C(L),W) -> (sup { o f ) ' G C(L) 
is a lattice isomorphism. 
The first step is to prove that the assumptions of (2.10) are satisfied for the 
family M = {p,n : n G N}. 
Denote by T0 and Tn the topologies generated, respectively, by VV and by 
W(£„)U/? \ • By [Wl; 6.10], T0 is an o.c. Hausdorff FN-topology on C(L). More-
over, since 0 is a lattice isomorphism, we have T0 = sup{Tn : n G N} and, using 
again [Wl; 6.10] and the equality W(An)|C»tn ^ ^ ( / -O °^ (l-8)>
 r
n is the 
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FN-topology generated by fin. Then M is a family of r0-continuous measures 
on the complete Boolean algebra C(L). 
Now, for each n G N, set 
V = <l>{U{l*n)),
 ai = a^ > an = V \ ( V O for n > 2 . 
v i<n—1 
Hence {an} is a disjoint sequence in C(L)y with an < a = (sup {0}
 n ) and, 
since 0 is a lattice isomorphism, 
supa n = sup a = sup {<j)(U(fi J) : n G N} = 0(W) = (sup { O p ) ' • 
n n 
Set, for a € L, 
* » = £„(« A a n ) , i>; = 2 -"P n for n G N. 
Since {a n} C C(L), vn is a >V-continuous modular function. Moreover, since 
U(vn) = U(i>n), by (23), U(v*n)<W. 
Now we prove that the series ]T z>* is uniformly convergent on L. 
n = l 
Observe that, since {/in : n G N} is uniformly exhaustive, by (1.3), (1.4) 
and (2.6), {fin : n G N} is uniformly exhaustive, too. Then, by (2.7), we get 
limi>n(a) = 0 for each a G Z, since {a A a n } is a strongly disjoint sequence. 
n 
Therefore, if we set 
~h = (K)nen a n d H={feXN: f(N) is bounded} , 
h is a H-valued modular function and, by the uniform exhaustivity of {fin}, h is 
exhaustive in (H, U^), where U^ is the uniformity of the uniform convergence. 
Then, by [W4; 2.3], h is bounded in (H.U^) (we use that (H.U^) is locally 
convex and the notion of boundedness given in [W4] coincides with the classical 
notion in locally convex linear spaces). This is equivalent to the boundedness of 
|J vn(L) in X. Hence, if W is an absolutely convex 0-neighbourhood in X , 
we may choose e > 0 such that €[ \J vn(L)\ CW. Now let r G N be such that 
nGN 
n e [ 
knGN 
V V 
J2 2 _ i < e Then, if p > q > r and a G L, we get j ] £*(a) = J2 ^{e^i(a)) 
i>r i=q i=q 
G W, namely, the series Yl ^n
 ls uniformly convergent on L. 
n = l 
Then all the assumptions of (2.10) are satisfied. 
Therefore, if we set 
î(a) = YJK(
a) for a Є L , 
n = l 
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by (2.10), l\^(f\ is a control for M. Moreover, since U(vn) < VV and the 
series ]T vn is uniformly convergent on Z, we get U(i) < W . Then we can 
7 1 = 1 
apply (2.9) to the family M = {jln : n G N} and we obtain that 7 is a control 
for M. By (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4), {/j,n : n G N} has an X-valued control. 
D 
As proved in [Bx], in (2.11) the uniform exhaustivity cannot be omitted. This 
is possible if sup{W(lxn) : n G N} has a countable base, since an immediate 
consequence of the Bartle-Dunford-Schwartz theorem for modular functions (see 
[W5; 1.3.9]) is the following result. 
PROPOSITION (2.12). If {Xa : a G A} is a family of locally convex Hausdorff 
linear spaces and, for each a G A, \xa is an exhaustive Xa-valued modular 
function on L, then M = {/ia : a G A} has a real-valued control if and only if 
U(M) = s\ip{U(fia) : a G A} has a countable base (and, in this case, for each 
a G A, M has an Xa-valued control, too). 
P r o o f . We apply (1.3.9) of [W5] to the function A: L -> H Xa defined 
by X(a) = (fi(a)) £M for a G L, since U(X) = U(M). • 
The next result, which has been proved in [Dl; 10.7] and [D2; 3.2] for measures 
on Boolean rings, gives a representation of the control in the case that X is a 
Banach space. 
THEOREM (2.13). Let X be a Banach space and M a family of exhaustive 
X -valued modular functions on L such that U(M) = sup{U(fi) : fi G M} has a 
countable base. Then there exist a sequence {cn} in R and a sequence {nn} in 
00 00 
M such that ]T \cn\ < +00 , the series J2 \\
c
n^n(
a)W ^s uniformly convergent 
7 1 = 1 7 1 = 1 
OO 
for a G L and /i0 = Yl
 cn^n z'5 a con^ro^ for M. 
n = l 
P r o o f . We use the notation (1.7) with W = U(M). We may suppose 
that W is Hausdorff, since we can replace L by L/N(W). Since U(M) has a 
countable base, we can find {/in} in M such that U(M) = sup{W(/xn) : n G N} . 
For each n G N, set fJ<'n(a) = /J<n(a) — I*n(0) for a G L and denote by An the 
uniformly continuous extension of /xn to (Z, VV). Then, by [W4; 2.3], every An 
is bounded, since, by (1.2), it is exhaustive. Set an = sup{||An(a)| | : a G Z } . 
We may suppose an > 0 for each n G N. Observe that, if we set vn = n^
L- for 
each n G N, then 
U(M) = sup{U(vn): n G N } . 
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Since {vn : n G N} is a sequence of exhaustive measures on the complete 
Boolean algebra C ( L ) , which is pointwise convergent on C ( L ) , by the theo­
rem of Brooks-Jewett {vn : n G N} is uniformly exhaustive and therefore 
v = ( ^ n ) n G N is exhaustive with respect to the uniformity U^ of the uniform 
convergence in XN. Then, if we consider the measure which corresponds to v 
on the Stone algebra of C(L) and the extension with respect to U^ to the 
o--algebra generated, we obtain a uniformly a-additive sequence of measures on 
a a -algebra. Applying the control theorem of D r e w n o w s k i for measures (see 
[Dl; 10.7]) and the Stone argument, we obtain a sequence {dn} in R such that 
oo 
the series ^ IMn^nll *
s uniformly convergent on C(L) and the function 
n = l 
oo 
0 / _j n n 
n = l 
is a control for {vn : n G N}. Moreover, by the proof of 10.7 of [Dl], we can see 
that it is possible to choose dn such that, setting cn = - ^ - , the series 
oo oo oo 
E K I > E K I ^d EiMnWii 
n = l n = l n = l 
are convergent. For a G Z, set 
oo 
i>o(fl) = Yldn9n(a)-
n = l 
Since, for a G L, 
n-f/i n+h | | T / \ | | n+h 
E IK**(«)II< E w ^ - < E KI. 
k=n+l k=n+\ k k=n+\ 
oo 
the series ]T IM n £ n | | *
s uniformly convergent on L. Since U(dnvn) = U(vn) 
n = l 
< >V, we get U(v0) < W. Then we can apply (2.9) to M = {vn : n G N} 
and we obtain that v0 is a control for M. By (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4), the 
function 
oo 
vn = 7 d V 
0 / J n n 
n = l 
is a control for {vn : n G N} and therefore for M. 
oo 
Now we prove that ji0 = ^ cn/in is a control for M. Since 
n = l 
oo 7 U U 
"o(«) = E ^-/-ń(°) = ^o(в) - E CnMn(0) 
n = l П a " n = l 
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oo 
and the series X) Ikn^nWH IS convergent, we get U(fi0) = U(v0) = U(M). 
Moreover, smce~\\cnfin(a)\\ < \\cnnn(a)\\ + ||cnLxn(0)|| < \dn\ + \\cnfin(0)\\ for 
oo 
a G L, the series ^ Ikn/^nll ls uniformly convergent on L. D 
n = l 
Other immediate consequences of (2.9) are the following results, which have 
been proved in [L] and [D2] for measures on Boolean rings. 
COROLLARY (2.14). Let [i: L —r X be an exhaustive modular function such 
that U(ii) has a countable base. Then there exist a metrizable locally convex 
linear space Z and a continuous linear map h: X —> Z such that the function 
ho 11 is a control for /i in Z. 
P r o o f . We may suppose /i(0) = 0. We use the notation (1.7) with W = 
U(fi). By (1.8), U(p) = U(p)\r,(j,
 a r-d then U(p) has a countable base, too. 
Hence, if we apply the Stone argument and the result of L i p e c k i for measures 
(see Theorem 1 and Note before Theorem 1 in [L]), we obtain a metrizable locally 
convex linear space Z and a continuous linear map h: X —> Z such that hop, 
is a control for p. Set A = h o /x. Since r(A) < r(p), by (2.3) and (2.9) A is a 
control for p and therefore A is a control for fi. • 
We say that X has the countable summability condition (CSC) if every family 
{xa : a £ A} in X \ {0}, such that every countable subfamily is summable, is 
at most countable. 
Examples of spaces with CSC are in [D2], 
COROLLARY (2.15). If X verifies CSC, then, for every complemented lattice 
L0 , every exhaustive X -valued modular function on L0 has a real-valued control. 
P r o o f . We use the notation (1.7) with W as in (2.9)(2). By [D2; 4.4] and 
the Stone argument, for every complemented lattice L0 and for every exhaustive 
modular function [i: L0 —•> X , p has a real-valued control. Then we apply 
(2.9)(2). D 
We recall that a Banach space X is called a Gould space (G-space) if it has 
the following property: For every sequence {xn} in X , such that {||a;n||} has 
a positive lower bound, for every c > 0, there exists a finite subsequence {xn } 
such that || $^xn || > c. 
G o u l d has shown that every weakly complete Banach space is a G-space 
(see [Gl]). 
The following result is a consequence of the Rybakov theorem for modular 
functions ([W5; 3.2.5]) and it has been proved in the Boolean case in [O]. 
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COROLLARY (2.16). Let X be a Banach space and ji: L —•> X a modular 
function. Then: 
(1) / / \i is exhaustive, \i has a control v: L -» [0,+oo[ such that v(a) < 
sup{||/i(b)|| : b < a} for every a £ L. 
(2) If X is a G-space, \i is exhaustive if and only if it is bounded (and 
therefore in (1) we can replace "exhaustive" with "bounded"). 
P r o o f . 
(1) By the Rybakov theorem for modular functions, there exists x' G X' such 
that 
U(fi) = U(x'ofi) (*) 
and we may suppose that \\x'\\ < 1/2. Denote by v the total variation of x' o/i . 
By [W4; 2.7 and 2.8], v is bounded and therefore, by [W5; 1.3.11], r(x' o ^) = 
r(v). Hence, by [A-W; 2.1] and by (*), we get that v is a [0, +oo[-valued control 
for ii. Moreover, by [Al; 1.8], for a G L, we get 
v(a) < 2sup{|x /(/i(6))| : b < a} < sup{||//(6)|| : b < a} . 
(2) By [W4; 2.3], every exhaustive modular function is bounded. Now suppose 
[i bounded and not exhaustive. We may suppose /i(0) == 0. By (2.7), we can 
find a strongly disjoint sequence {an} in L and e > 0 such that | |/i(
a
n)ll > e 
for each n G N. Since I is a G-space, for every c > 0 we can find a finite 
subsequence {aUr} such that || X)A*(
a
nr)ll >
 c- Since {an} is strongly disjoint 
r 
and /i(0) =- 0, we obtain, by induction, fi(\/an) = Z ) M
a
U r ) - Then, for every 
c > 0, we can find a G L such that ||/i(a)|| > c, a contradiction. • 
Now, to study some consequences of (2.12), we need some facts concerning 
the countable property, which has been introduced in [Wl] and plays the role of 
the countable chain condition in Boolean algebras. 
DEFINITION (2.17). We say that L has the countable property (CP) if every 
subset A of L contains an at most countable subset which has the same upper 
bounds and the same lower bounds as A. 
PROPOSITION (2.18). Suppose L with CP and let D C L be dense, i.e. for 
every a G L, with a ^ 0, there exists d G D such that d ^ 0 and d < a. Then, 
for every a G L, with o / 0 ; there exists an at most countable subset D0 of D 
such that a = sup DQ . 
P r o o f . Let a G L, with a 7- 0, and set Dx = {d G D : 0 ^ d < a}. 
By assumption, Dxj^§. We prove that a = supZ^ . Let c be an upper bound 
of Dx and suppose that c > a is not true. Let dx be a relative complement of 
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a A c in [0, a]. Hence dl ^ 0 and, by assumption, we can find d0 G D such that 
0 / r J ^ l i j . Therefore d0 G /?-_ and c > d0. Hence d0 < ^ A (c A a) = 0, a 
contradiction. By (CP), we can find D0 C F^ C D at most countable such that 
a = sup D0 . D 
We use the following result of [W6]. 
PROPOSITION (2.19). Suppose L is modular or orthomodular. If U is an 
exhaustive lattice uniformity on L and L is the completion of L/N(U), then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) U has a countable base. 
(2) CU(L,U) has the Countable Chain Condition. 
(3) C(L) has the Countable Chain Condition. 
(4) L has(CP). 
Moreover, if L is a -complete and U is a-o.c, another equivalent condition is: 
(5) L/N(U) has(CP). 
COROLLARY (2.20). Let fi: L -» X be an exhaustive modular function. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) /i has a real-valued control. 
(2) U((j>) has a countable base. 
(3) The completion of L/N(U(fi)) has (CP). 
(4) CU(L,U(fj,)) has the Countable Chain Condition. 
Moreover, if L is a -complete and fi is a-o.c, another equivalent condition is: 
(4) L/N(U(fi)) has(CP). 
P r o o f . 
(1) = > (2) is trivial. 
(2) = > (1) follows by [W5; 1.3.9]. 
The other equivalences follow by (2.19), since we may suppose L to be 
modular. D 
COROLLARY (2.21). If X is a Banach space and M is a uniformly exhaustive 
family of X -valued modular functions on L, then U(M) = sup{ZY(/i) : ji G M } 
has a countable base. 
P r o o f . By (1.5), we may suppose L to be modular. Set v = ( ^ ) M G M -
By assumption, v: L —> GM is an exhaustive modular function with respect 
to the uniformity generated by | | / | | = sup{| | /( / i) | | : // G M) in GM and 
then U(v) has a countable base. Since U(M) < U(v), by (2.19) we get that 
CU(L,U(M)) C CU(L,U(v)) has the Countable Chain Condition and therefore 
U(M) has a countable base, too. D 
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COROLLARY (2.22). Suppose L to be modular or orthomodular and a-com-
plete. Then, if L has (CP), every a-o.c. lattice uniformity on L has a countable 
base. 
P r o o f . By [Wl; 8.1.4 ], U is o.c Hence, by [Wl; 6.2 and 4.4] the quotient 
map 7r: L -> L/N(U) has the following property: If A C L, a = sup A and 
6 = inf A, then ir(a) = sup7r(A) and TT(6) = inf n(A). Then L/N(U) has (CP) 
and we can apply (2.19). D 
Now we can study some consequences of (2.12). 
COROLLARY (2.23). Let M be a family of X-valued modular functions on L. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) M is uniformly exhaustive and U(M) = sup{ZY(/x) : /z G M } has a 
countable base. 
(2) There exists an exhaustive modular function v\ L —> R such that M is 
v -equicontinuous. 
Moreover, if X is normed, the condition that U(M) has a countable base is 
superfluous. 
P r o o f . 
(1) = > (2) By (2.12), M has a control v\ L -> R. Then every /J, € M 
is continuous with respect to U(v). By [W4; 6.2], M is equicontinuous with 
respect to U(v). 
(2) = > (1) We may suppose L to be modular by (1.4), since we can 
replace L by L/N(U(v)) and M by M = {// : fi G M } . Since W(M) < ZV(i/), 
by (2.19) we get, as in (2.21), that U(M) has a countable base. Moreover the 
function A = (M) G M : (L,U(v)) -> (X
M ^U^) (where U^ is the uniformity 
of the uniform convergence) is uniformly continuous and therefore exhaustive. 
Hence, by (2.6), M is uniformly exhaustive. 
If X is normed and (2) holds, then U(M) has a countable base by (2.21). 
D 
COROLLARY (2.24). Suppose L to be modular or orthomodular. Then: 
(1) If U is an exhaustive lattice uniformity on L with a countable base, 
for every locally convex linear space Y there exists a modular function 
v\ L —> R with the following properties: 
(a) v is uniformly continuous with respect to U. 
(b) For every uniformly continuous modular function / i : (L,U) —> Y, 
li < v. 
(2) If L is a -complete with (CP) and X is a Banach space, there exists an 
o.c. modular function A: L —> X such that, for every a-o.c. modular 
function fi\ L —> X, / / < A . 
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P r o o f . Set M = {fi: L-+Y : U(fi)<U} and V = sup{W(/i) : / I e M } . 
Since V < U, by (2.19), as in (2.21), we get that V has a countable base. Now 
the result follows applying (2.12) to M. 
(2) Let U = sup{ZV(/i) : / i : L -* X a-o.c. modular function}. By (2.22), U 
has a countable base. By (2.12), U has a control A: L ->> X. By [Wl; (8.1.4)], 
A is o.c • 
COROLLARY (2.25). Suppose L to be modular or orthomodular. Let X be a 
Banach space and U an exhaustive lattice uniformity on L with the following 
properties: 
(1) U has a countable base. 
(2) For every V e CU(L,U), there exists a non-constant modular function 
[x: L —> X such that U(fi) < V. 
Then U has a control in X. 
P r o o f . By (2.19) and (2.8), £U(L,U) is a Boolean algebra with the Count-
able Chain Condition. Hence we can apply (2.18) to 
D = {V e CU(L,U) : exists a modular function /x: L -> X : U(fi) = V} 
and we can find a sequence {fin} of X-valued modular functions on L such 
that U = sup{W(/in) : n G N} . Now we apply (2.12). • 
R e m a r k . The converse of (2.25) is also true, since a consequence of the general 
decomposition theorem of [W6] is that, if U is an exhaustive lattice uniformity 
which has a control, then every element of £U(L,U) has a control. 
COROLLARY (2.26). Suppose L to be a -complete, modular or orthomodular 
with (CP). Suppose that, for every a G L\ {0}, there exists a a-o.c. modular 
function fia: L -» X such that Ha(a) ^ 0. Then there exists an o.c. modular 
function fi: L —>  [0,+oo[, with fi(0) = 0, such that, for every a, 6 G L, with 
a ^ b, ji is not constant on [a A b, a V b] (in particular, since fi is monotone, 
fi(a) > 0 for each a ^ 0) . 
P r o o f. Let U = sup{W(/Ja) : ae L\ {0}}. By (2.22), U has a countable 
base and, by [Wl; 8.1.2], / i a is exhaustive for each a G L\ {0}. Then, by 
(2.12), U has a real-valued control /i , which we may suppose takes values in 
[0,+oo[ and satisfies /x(0) = 0 (see [W5; 1.3.9]). Therefore we have to prove 
that U is o.c and Hausdorff. U and U(na) are o.c by [Wl; 8.1.4]. Then, if we 
set b = sup {0} and ba = sup {0}
 a , we get {0} = [0, b] and {0} a = 
[ 0 , b j , since L is complete by (CP). Since L is sectionally complemented, by 
[Gl; Theorem III.3.10], N(U) = 9b and N(U(fia)) = 6ba, where, for c G L, 
0c = {(a, b) e L x L : a V c = bW c]. Since U > U(fj,a), we get b <ba and 
therefore Ha(b) = 0 for each a G L \ { 0 } . The assumption on {/ia : a G L \ { 0 } } 
implies b = 0, from which N(U) = A . • 
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3. Separating points of sequences of modular functions 
In this section (see 3.11), we extend to modular functions a result of [B-W2] 
concerning with the set of separating points of a sequence of nonatomic or ex-
haustive measures on Boolean rings. 
We denote by G a topological Abelian group. 
First we give characterizations of nonatomic lattice uniformities. We intro-
duce ± -lattices to unify the proofs of the results which involve strongly disjoint 
sequences in sectionally complemented lattices and orthogonal sequences in or-
thomodular lattices. 
A _L -lattice is a lattice with 0 and a binary relation ± which satisfies the 
following conditions: 
a_L0 for each a G L; 
a_La =-> a = 0; 
a±b => b±a\ 
a±b and c < a => c±b. 
Then a_L6 implies a A b = 0. 
(L, _L) is called sectionally semi-orthocomplemented (s.s.c) if, for every 
a,b e L, with a < b, there exists c e L, called relative semi-orthocomplement 
of a in [0,6], such that c_La and c V a = b. A sequence {an} in (L, ±) i s called 
semi-independent if, for every n > 2, an_L V a-. 
j<n 
Every lattice is a _L-lattice if we define a±b if and only if a A b = 0. Every 
orthomodular lattice is a s.s.c. _L-lattice if we define aJLb if and only if a < b1-, 
where bL is the orthocomplement of b, and a sequence is semi-independent if 
and only if is orthogonal. 
DEFINITION (3.1). If L has 0, we say that a lattice uniformity U on L is 
nonatomic if, for every a G L and every 0-neighbourhood U0 in U, there exists 
a finite subset A of U0 such that a = sup A. 
If /i is a G-valued modular function on L, we say that /i is nonatomic if 
U(fi) is nonatomic. 
PROPOSITION (3.2). Let L be a sectionally complemented lattice and U a 
lattice uniformity on L. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) U is nonatomic. 
(2) For every a, b G L, with a <b, and every U eU, there exist a11..., a n - 1 
in L such that a = a0 < ax < • • • < an = b and (cLi^xiaj) G U for each 
i <n. 
Moreover, if L has 1, another equivalent condition is: 
(3) For every 0 -neighbourhood U0 inU, there exists a finite subset A of U0 
such that 1 = sup A. 
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If L is a s.s.c. -.-lattice, another equivalent condition is: 
(4) For every a G L and every 0 -neighbourhood U0 in U, there exists a 
semi-independent finite set A C U0 such that a = sup A. 
If L is a s.s.c. -.-lattice with \, another equivalent condition is: 
(5) For every 0 -neighbourhood U0 in U, there exists a semi-independent 
finite set A C U0 such that 1 = sup A. 
P r o o f . For the equivalence of (1) and (2), see proof of 1.3 of [Al]. 
(1) = > (3) is trivial. 
(3) = > (2): 
(i) We first prove (2) with a = 0 and 6 = 1. Let U, V G U such that 
A V V C U and choose, by (3), a1,...,an in L such that V a i = 1 and^ 
i<n 
(0,a i) G V for each i < n. Set b0 = 0 and 6i = V
 aj f° r i < n. Then 
j<i 
0 = b0 < bx < • • • < bn = 1 and 
(ь, •i-1,bi) = ( V «i, V cOvCo.ojeAvvciJ. 
(ii) Now let a, b in L with a < b and U e U. Choose V, V in U such 
that V A A C V and V V A C U and, by (i), b1,...,bn_1 in L such that 
0 = b0 < bx < • • • < bn = \ and (6i? 6i_1) G V
; for each i < n. Set, for i < n, 
ci = (6i A 6) V a. Then a = c0 < cx < • • • < cn = b and 
(c;-i» C J = Hbi-i» 6i) A (&> &)) V (a, a) G (F ' A A) V A C y v A C [/ . 
(1) = > (4) Let a G L and U G W. Choose symmetric "V, V , V" in ZY 
such that V7 o V' C V, A A F C C 7 and the following condition holds: 
(a i5 6i) G y
7/ for all i < n = > \/( a j ' 6j) G y ' f o r a 1 1 * - n' 
j<i 
By (1), we can choose a1,...,an in L such that a = supa i and (0, a i) G V" 
i < n 
for each i < n. Set 6i = V a i for z < n, cx = bx and, for i > 2, let c i be 
j<i 
such that ci_L6i_1 and ci V bi_1 = b{. Then {c l 5 . . ., cn} is a semi-independent 
set, since, for each i > 2, c i ±6 i _ 1 and V c- < 6 i_1. Moreover, by induction, 
j<i-i 
V ci = ^ n - i
 a n d therefore \J c{ = cnV bn_x = bn = \J a{ = a. Finally, 
i<n—1 i < n i<n 
srnce (o, V Uj) € V for i < n, we get 
(0,ci) = (c iA6 i_1 ,c iAb i ) 
= ( C ^ C Í ) A ( V a^y a^eAhiVoV^CAAVCU. 
Kj<i-i j<i JJ 
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(4) => (5) = > (3) are trivial. • 
If /i is a G-valued modular function on a sectionally complemented lattice, 
with /x(0) = 0, by [Al; 1.5], a base of 0-neighbourhoods in U(fi) is the family 
consisting of the sets {a G L : /x([0, a]) C W} , where TV is a 0-neighbourhood 
in G. Using this fact, an immediate consequence of (3.2) is the following result, 
which has been proved in a different way in [A2] in the sectionally complemented 
case. 
COROLLARY (3.3). Let L be sectionally complemented and //: L —•> G a mod-
ular function with /x(0) = 0. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) fi is nonatomic. 
(2) For every a G L and every 0-neighbourhood W in G, there exists a 
finite ACL such that a = sup A and /i([0, b]) C W for each b G A. 
(3) For every a G L and every 0-neighbourhood W in G, there exist 
ax,..., an in L such that a = sup a{, a{ A \J a • = 0 for each i > 2 and 
i<n j<i 
lx([0, a J ) C W for each i <n. 
(4) For every a, b in L, with a <b, and every 0-neighbourhood W in G, 
there exist a , , . . . , a„ , in L such that a = an < a, < • • • < a„ = b and 
1> ' n—1 U — 1 — — n 
fi(c) — fi(d) G W for every c,d G [^_l5 a J with c> d and every i <n. 
If L has 1, another equivalent condition is: 
(5) For every 0-neighbourhood W in G, there exist a 1 , . . . , a n in L such 
that 1 = s u p a i ; a{ A \J a- = 0 for each i > 2 and /^([0, a j ) C W for 
i<n j<i 
each i <n. 
Moreover, if L is orthomodular, in (3) and in (5) we may replace the condition 
ai A V aj — 0 wtth the condition that { a l 5 . . . , a n } is orthogonal. 
j<i 
We need the following results in the proofs of (3.7), (3.10) and (3.11). 
LEMMA (3.4). If {Ua : a G A} is a family of nonatomic lattice uniformities 
on L, then U = sup{Ua : a G A} is nonatomic, too. 
P r o o f . Let a G L and U eU. Choose ax,..., an G A and Ui G Ua. such 
that f| cX C U. Moreover, by [Wl; 1.1.3], choose, for each i < n , V. G WQ. 
such that 
V. C t/. and [a A 6, a V b]2 C V. whenever (a, 6) G ^ . (*) 
We inductively prove that we can find a^^,... ,ar £ f] V{(0) such that a = 
i<n 
V ai. First suppose n = 2. Choose bx,..., bs G Vx (0) such that a = \J b{. 
i<r i<s 
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Moreover, for each i < s, choose c H , . . . , c H G V2(0) such that \J Cjt = b{. 
j<r 
Since c^ G [0 ,b j , by (*) we get cj{ G Vx(0) H V^(0) for each j < r and i < s. 
Moreover, if we denote by a1,..., at the elements {cj{ : j < r , i < s}, then 
Now, by induction, choose ali...,as in p | V^(0) such that a = \J a{ 
i<n—\ i<8 
and, for each i < s, bH,..., bri in V^(0) such that V b-i = a{. As before, since 
bji e [ 0 , a j , we get bjt G R tyO) and V V 6^ = o. • 
j<n i<8J<r 
LEMMA (3.5). Le£ L be complemented or sectionally complemented, N0 a con-
gruence relation and L = L/NQ. Then, for every disjoint (respectively, strongly 
disjoint) sequence {an} in L, there exists a disjoint (respectively, strongly dis-
joint) sequence {bn} in L such that bn = an. 
P r o o f . Suppose L to be sectionally complemented and let {an} be disjoint 
in L. For each n G N, let bn be a relative complement of sup(an AbJ in [0, an], 
i<n 
where b0 = 0. Then, since an A b{ < an A a • = 6 for each i < n , we get 
&n = 6 n v 6 = SnV8up(onASi) = an . 
i<n 
Moreover, if n < m, 
bn A bm = bn A a^ A b^ < sup (b • A a^) A b = 0 . 
n m n m m — -̂  v % m> m 
i<m 
For disjoint sequences in complemented lattices, the result has been proved in 
[W4] (see proof of 2.6). For strongly disjoint sequences, see [A-L; 3.2.1]. • 
DEFINITION (3.6). If L has a 0, we say that a lattice uniformity U on L is 
strongly exhaustive if every disjoint sequence converges to 0 in U. 
A modular function ji: L -> G is called strongly exhaustive if W(/i) is strongly 
exhaustive. 
PROPOSITION (3.7). Let L be complemented or sectionally complemented and 
[i\ L —>  G a modular function with fi(0) = 0. Then fi is strongly exhaustive if 
and only if ii(an) —• 0 for every disjoint sequence {an} in L. 
P r o o f . 
==> is trivial, since fj, is uniformly continuous with respect to U(^). 
<= We may suppose L to be sectionally complemented, since, by (3.5), 
we can replace L by L = L/N(fi) and // by ft. Suppose that {an} is a disjoint 
sequence in L which is not convergent to 0 in U(fi). By [Al; 1.5] (see remarks 
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before (3.3)), we can find a 0-neighbourhood W in G such that, for each s £ N, 
there are n > s and c < an such that 11(c) £ W. Therefore we can inductively 
obtain a strictly increasing sequence {nk} in N and a sequence {cnk} in L 
such that fi({cnk}) £ W for each k G N. Since {cnfc} is disjoint, we obtain a 
contradiction. • 
Remark. By (1.6) and (3.7) and by [A-L; 3.2.2], we obtain that, if L is comple-
mented or sectionally complemented, every strongly exhaustive modular function 
is exhaustive. The converse is not true: If L is the orthomodular lattice of all 
subspaces of R2 and 11(H) = dimII for each subspace H of R2, then \i is 
exhaustive, but not strongly exhaustive. 
In the proof of (3.10), we need the following result. 
PROPOSITION (3 .8 ) . 
(1) If (L, _L) is a s.s.c. A.-lattice, then a semi-independent sequence of non-
zero elements exists in L if and only if a strictly increasing sequence 
exists in L. 
(2) If L is an infinite sectionally complemented lattice, then there exists a 
disjoint sequence {an} in L, with an 7-- 0 for each n G N. 
P r o o f . 
(1) Let {an} be a semi-independent sequence in L, with an / 0 for each 
n G N, and set bn = \J a{, with bx = 0. Suppose that there exist n,ra G N, 
i<n—1 
with n < ra, such that bn = bm. Then, since {an} is semi-independent, we get 
an = an A bm = an A bn = 0, a contradiction. Hence {bn} is a strictly increasing 
sequence. 
Now let {an} be a strictly increasing sequence in L and, for each n G N, let 
6n be a relative semi-orthocomplement of an in [0, a n + 1 ] . By [A-L; 2.4], {bn} 
is a semi-independent sequence and bn ^ 0 for each n G N, since an ^ an + 1 for 
each n G N. 
(2) It is easy to find two non-zero elements a, b in L with a A b = 0. By 
induction, let a1 ? . . . , an be such that a{ ^ 0 for each i < n and ai A a- = 0 for 
i ^ j . Choose b G L such that 
b ̂  0 and b ̂  \J a. for each J C {1, . . . ,n} , 
jeJ 
and suppose that c = b A V a- ^ 0. If c ^ b, we choose by an + 1 a relative 
j<n 
complement of c in [0, b], since an + 1 ^ 0 because of b ̂  c and, f°
r each i < n, 
an + 1 A a- < an + 1 AbA\J aj = an+1 A c - - 0 . 
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Now suppose that c = b. Set A = {j < n : a- < 6} and let d be a 
relative complement of V a- in [0,6]. If there is h < n such that ah < d, 
jeA 
we get ah = ah A d < \J a„-A d = 0, a contradiction. Hence, for each j < n , 
jeA 
d A a- T-- a-, and d ^ 0 since 6 ^ V â -. 
Now let j < n. If a • A d = 0, we set 6 • -= a •. If a • A d ^ 0, we choose by 
6• a relative complement of d A a^ in [0,a•]. Then 6̂  ^ 0 since d A a- ^ a . 
Moreover, for z, j < n and z ^ j , we have 6̂  A 6̂  < â  A a- = 0 and, for each 
i < n , d Ab{ = d Ab{ A ai = Q. Then, if we set 6 n + 1 = d, {6 X , . . . , 6 n + 1 } is a 
disjoint family of non-zero elements of L. • 
In the next result, we use that, if L is sectionally complemented and U is a 
lattice uniformity on L, by [A-W; 2.1] a base of U is the family consisting of 
the sets 
{ ( a , 6 ) G L x L : 3c G F : (a A 6) V c = a V 6} , 
where F is a 0-neighbourhood in U. In particular, every lattice uniformity on 
L is uniquely determinated by the topology. 
Moreover we use the fact that, for a G-valued modular function /^, with 
/ i ( 0 ) = 0 , 
{0f ( M ) = { a ( E L : lx([0,a])={0}}. 
The following result is an essential tool for the proof of the main result. 
THEOREM (3.9). Suppose G Hausdorff and L sectionally complemented. Let 
U be a lattice uniformity on L and M a family of G -valued uniformly continu-
ous modular functions on (L,U), with //(0) = 0 for each fi G M. Set AM = 
{ae L : fi(a) ^ 0 for each fi G M) and I(fi) = {a G L : Li([0, a]) = {0}} for 
fie M. Then: 
(1) If M is finite, AM is a dense open set in (L,U) if and only if, for each 
\i E M, I(ji) is not open in (L,U). 
(2) If M is countable and (L,U) is a Baire space, AM is a dense Gs-set in 
(L,U) if and only if, for each /x G M, I(/i) is not open in (L,ZY). 
P r o o f . Set A^ = {a G L : fj,(a) = 0} for \x G M. First suppose AM dense 
in (L,U). Then, for each /L G M, A^ has no inner point in (L,U). Let \i G M 
and suppose I(/i) is open in (L,U). Set, for a G A^, 
Ua = {be L: 3c e I(/x) : a V 6 = (a A 6) V c} . 
Then Ua is a neighbourhood of a in U. We prove that Ua C A , a contradiction. 
Let b eUa and choose U, V G U([i) such that A V V C U. Choose c G 7(A0 
such that a V 6 = (a A 6) V c. Then 
(a A 6, a V 6) = (a A 6, a A 6) V (0, c) G A V y C U , 
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from which (aAb, a Vb) e N(fi). Then /x is constant on [a Ab, aVb], in particular 
jji(b) = n(a) = 0, from which b e A^. 
Now suppose I(/x) is not open for each fi e M. We prove that, for each 
fi e M, L\A is dense in (L,U). 
Let fi e M, a e A^ and U e U. Choose symmetric V, V G ZY such that 
V V A C U, V C V and [a A b,a V 6]2 C V whenever (a,b) G V (see [Wl; 
1.1.3]). We prove that there exists d G V(0) such that fi(d) ^ 0 . 
Suppose fi(d) = 0 for each d G V(0), Then, since [0, d] C V(0) for each 
d G V(0), we get V(0) C J(/ i) . Let a G /(/a) and 
Ua = {b e L : 3c e V(0) : a V b = (a A b) V c] . 
Then C/a is a neighbourhood of a in ZY. Let b eUa and c G V(0) C 7(/i) such 
that a V b = ( a A b ) V c Since /(//) is an ideal, we have c, a Ab G J(/i), from 
which aWb e J(/i) and therefore b G J(/x). Hence, for each a G J(/i), Ua C 7(/i), 
a contradiction. 
Now choose d G V(0) such that ji(d) ^ 0 and let 6, c be relative com-
plements of a A d in [0,d] and in [0,a], respectively. Since d = b V (a A d), 
b A a A d = 0 and /x(d) ^ 0, we get 
^ ( 6 ) ^ 0 or / x ( a A d ) ^ 0 . (*) 
Moreover, since b A a = bAaAd = 0 and 6Va = a V ( a A d ) V b = a V d , w e get 
/x(a V d) = /i(b) + /i(a) = /a(b) and /JL(C) = /i(a) — /i(a A d) = — fi(a A d), since 
a G AM. By (*), we get a V d g A^ or c ^ A^. Since [0, d] C V(0) C V'(0), we 
get 
(a, aVd) = (a, a) V (0, d) G A V V C U 
and 
(a, c) = (c V (a A d), c) = (c, c) V (a A d, 0) G A V V C [/ . 
Then, in any case, we obtain an element e e L\A such that (a, e) eU. 
Now, since each fi e M is uniformly continuous in (L,U), L \ A is open in 
(L,W) for each \i e M. Then, if M is a finite, A M = f] (L \ A ) is a finite 
pGM 
intersection of open dense sets. Instead, if M is countable, AM is a G^-set, 
which is dense in (L,U), since (L,U) is a Baire space. • 
COROLLARY (3.10). Suppose G to be Hausdorff and L to be sectionally com-
plemented. Let U be a lattice uniformity on L, A C N and {/in : n G A} 
a family of uniformly continuous G -valued modular functions on (L,U), with 
/xn(0) = 0 for each n G N. Suppose that one of the following conditions is 
satisfied: 
(1) U is nonatomic and, for each n G A, /in is non-zero. 
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(2) U is exhaustive and, for each n G A, Ln = L/N(jj,n) contains an infinite 
chain. 
(3) U is strongly exhaustive and, for each n G A, Ln = L/N(fin) is infinite. 
Moreover suppose that one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) A is finite. 
(ii) A is countable, L is a-complete and U is a-o.c. 
Then the set {a G L : fin(a) ^ 0 for each n € A} is a dense G6-set with 
respect to U and therefore non-empty. 
P r o o f . We prove that, in all the cases (1), (2) and (3), for each n G A, 
I(/in) = {a€ L : /in([0,a]) = {0}} is not open in (L,U). 
Suppose that there exists n G N such that I(/J<n) is open in (L,U). 
(1): Since U is nonatomic, for each a G L, we can find a l 3 . . . , a r in I(/in) 
such that a= \J a{ and therefore, since I(^n) is an ideal, we get I(/in) = L, 
i<r 
from which \±n = 0. 
(2) and (3): By (3.8), we can find in Ln a strongly disjoint sequence {ak} 
in the case (2) (disjoint in the case (3)), with ak ^ 6 for each k G N. By (3.5), 
we obtain in L a strongly disjoint sequence {bk} in the case (2) (disjoint in the 
case (3)) such that bk = ak for each k G N. 
In the case (2), since U is exhaustive, bk —> 0 in U by [A-L; 3.1.4 ]. 
In the case (3), bk -» 0 in ZY, since U is strongly exhaustive. 
Then, in both the cases (2) and (3), we can find i / G N such that bk G I(^n) 
for each k > v. Therefore we get /-Jn([0, 6J ) = 0 for each k > v, from which 
ak =bk = 0 for each k > «v, a contradiction. 
Now the result follows by (3.9), since, if (ii) holds, (L,U) is a Baire space by 
[Wl; 3.15]. • 
COROLLARY (3.11). Let L be complemented or sectionally complemented, G 
as in (3.10), A C N and {fin : n G A} a family of G-valued modular functions 
on L, with /in(0) = 0 for each n G A and fin ^ [im for each n, m G A, with 
n ^ m. Suppose that one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(1) For each n G A, fin is nonatomic. 
(2) For each n G A, \in is exhaustive and, for each n,m G A, with n^m, 
L/N(jin — / im) contains an infinite chain. 
(3) For each n G A, \xn is strongly exhaustive and, for each n,m G A, with 
n =£ m, L/N(fin — fim) is infinite. 
Moreover suppose that one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) A is finite. 
(ii) A is countable, L is a -complete and, for each n G N, \in is a-o.c. 
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Then the set {a G L : fin(a) ^ nm(a) for each n ^ ra} of separating points 
of the family {fin : n G A} is a dense Gs-set with respect to U = sup{U(fin) : 
n G A} and therefore non-empty. 
P r o o f . Set M0 = {/in - /xm : n, ra G A, n / ra} and observe that 
every element of MQ is uniformly continuous with respect to U, since, for each 
n , ra G A, we have U([in - fij < U(fjLn) V U(^J < U. Moreover, in the case 
(1), U is nonatomic by (3.4) and, in the cases (2) and (3), U is exhaustive 
or strongly exhaustive, respectively. Then, if L is sectionally complemented, 
we can apply (3.10) to M0. The complemented case follows by the sectionally 
complemented case, since we can replace L by L = L/N(U) and [in by fin 
defined by fLn(ir(a)) =- nn(a) for a G L, where 7r: L -> L is the quotient map. 
This is trivial in the case (1). In the cases (2) and (3), it is sufficient to observe 
that, for each n G N, the quotients L/N(fin — /JLJ and L/N(ftn — ft J are 
isomorphic, since, for a,b € L, 
(a,b)eN(fin-»J *=> (7r (a) ,7r (b ) )GiV(/ i n -A m ) . 
• 
In [B-W2; 2.2 and 2.3], the authors proved results similar to (3.10) and (3.11) 
for exhaustive measures with infinite quotients on Boolean rings. The following 
simple example proves that (3.10) and (3.11) fail for exhaustive modular func-
tions on sectionally complemented lattices if the quotients are infinite, but do 
not contain infinite chains. 
E X A M P L E . Let L be the orthomodular lattice of all subspaces of R2 and 
fi: L —.> R the modular function defined by /i(-H) = d imH for a subspace 
H of E2 . In this case, U(ji) is the discrete uniformity and therefore the set 
{a G L : n(a) ^ 0} is not dense with respect to U(fi). 
In this example, /i is exhaustive, but not strongly exhaustive, and L/N(fi) 
= L does not contain infinite chains. 
R e m a r k . As proved in [B-W2], it is not possible in (3.11) to remove the as-
sumptions that A is countable, / i n cr-o.c. and L a -complete. 
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